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The pentathlon at Hurlingham on August 2? was the best so lar

with 2 over 2000 p.,Bob Phillips snatching victory from Pat Mackenzie who
had led up to the 1500m. Full results appear elsewhere in this issue.

Despite a sinister attempt to exclude guests of honour two very attractive
pieces of contraband were smuggled into the dinner in the shapes of Lillian
Board and Elizabeth Cowan. With *f00m legs of 52.8 and 57o3 they could beat
almost any NUTS pair comfortably I
FROM THE SECRETARY

by Peter Hopkins

_ m

Shaun Adair has had a very poor (in fact,almost negligible)

reponse from members to supply information for the proposed directory
of tracks. We want to get this particular book out by next April and I
ask ALL members to let Shaun have the details previously requested as soon

as possible. With the track season now over,I ask you to get down to this
job as. a matter of urgency'. I was one of the culprits,and I accept Shaun s
rap over the knuckles. Will you accept mine.
Will all those members who obtained copies of British Athletics

1967 from Harry Hitchcock please return unsold copies and cash^received
as soon as possible, and in any event not later than October 28th.
MISCELLANY

* A.A.D.(Pat) Brown and David P.Dallman both contribute their

first articles to this issue of HUTS NOTES, The former is chief research
scientist and statistician with the Salter Group of Companies; he has a

B.Sc(Eng) degree. The latter obtained a BA(Physics)at Cambridge Unix, in
196^ and is currently a Research Assistant in High Energy Nuclear Physics
at Imperial College of Science and Technology at Univ. of London, and is
at present working on his Ph.D thesis.
* Seen at the close of the GB&NI v USA match.' Cliff Temple
solemnly removing his Carnaby Street Union Jack tie!
* Anecdote from the dinner told by LBB :

Dick Bank : Are you the British Board?

Lillian Board- : No*...Are you the Bank of America (Stunned silence).
* Cordon Pirie defeated Ron Clarke twice; true or false?

True. Adelaide 7 Dec 56,1500m 3^5-6 (Clarke 2nd 3:^8.2). Melbourne
9 Dec 56, 2 miles 8:44.6 (Clarke 3rd 9:06.0).
* Would members please note Len Gebbett's new address -

k9 Tarnwood Park,Eltham,S .E .9. Tel no ELTham k^>GLh.
BIG FISH IN A LITTLE POND by Pat Brown

* It is the usual custom when assessing the ability of our home
athletes to compare them with the best performers in the world,ignoring
the fact that certain events are handicapped in this country by the cond
itions under which the athlete competes,the lack of training fcilities and
the unwillingness of certain promoters to include "unfashionable" events
ih their programmes. The inevitable result is that the athlete who over
comes all these difficulties and forces himself to the top in this
country finds that by v/orld standards he is a poor performer and has to
put up with the jibes of the fortunate ones who can always find "hot'1

competition in their own event and are within a small margin of v/orld
class and yet in truth cannot hold aplace ih our domestic top six.
There is,however,a cold blooded mathematical method of assessing
the value of anyone's performance against the pool of athletes from which
he is drawn and against whom he would normally compete.

If the first 100 performances are taken from ;,British Athletics"
and arranged in a histogram it will be found that they form half of a
normal distribution. If the other half of the distribution is inserted by
drawing the "mirror image" of the first half a complete "Poisson" curve

is obtained which may be checked for normalityf In approximately five
years and one hundred analyses I have never found a non-normal distribution.

From this curve the standard deviation (sigma) of the population
may bo- calculated whore
2.

